Turbo mazda miata

The small and nimble Miata may not need extra power, but a new turbo kit from BBR has
captured our attention. The Mazda tuning specialist has created a Stage 1 turbocharger package
for the ND-generation MX-5, promising to squeeze hp and lb-ft of torque from the car's 2. BBR
says the upgrade slashes the Miata's time to just 5 seconds, with a top speed limited to mph. In
the past, we tested a standard Mazda Miata Club hitting 60 mph in 6 seconds flat. The Mazda
Miata turbo kit includes a new twin-scroll turbocharger that mounts onto a bespoke BBR
cast-iron twin-scroll manifold. Many components including the boost hoses and replacement
battery tray are finished in black to look like factory-spec parts. When BBR began
experimenting with a new forced induction package for the Miata back in , it initially considered
supercharging and single scroll turbochargers. Ultimately, a twin-scroll turbocharger was
deemed the most fitting way to increase power in the Miata, proving highly efficient and
responsive while retaining a large boost upgrade margin for later power stages. Available on
newer Miatas, including the latest RF, the package is now on sale globally. In the U. CARB
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turbo-equipped vehicles are also quieter due to the turbo itself acting as a sort of muffler. Boost
can become an addiction. If you have ridden in a car with a turbocharger then you have
probably felt the incredible surge of power as the motor comes into the boost range. The result
is a large increase in intake pressure and more power when additional fuel is also introduced
into the combustion chamber. The turbocharger is essentially a compressor that is driven by
engine exhaust. The exhaust spins an impeller with a turbine on the end that compresses air
into the intake manifold generating boost. This design is extremely popular on modern vehicles,
but its history goes all the way back to when a Swiss inventor patented the first turbocharger. In
the early years turbos were popular on aircraft engine because they helped negate some of the
power loss form operating at altitude. Today they are used in numerous applications from drag
racing to long haul trucking. These little power boosters have really proven their worth. Q: How
do you install a turbo kit? A: Turbochargers should be installed by professionals if you have no
experience with turbo installations. If you've done the basic bolt-on performance modifications
to your car intake, header, exhaust and know your way around your engine, then you might be
capable of doing the install yourself. Normal installation depending on the vehicle takes around
hours in most cases, but depends on whether custom work needs to be done. The turbo
manifold that comes with the kit replaces the factory exhaust manifold. The turbo doesn't
replace anything assuming this is a turbo kit and not a turbo upgrade kit. The turbo is mounted
to a flange on the turbo manifold. Remember the turbo is spooled by the exhaust gases, so
once the gases pass through the turbo manifold, it spools the turbo. Q: Is there a pre-condition

my vehicle needs to meet in order to be able to handle a turbo kit? A: Any vehicle can be
turbocharged but you must consider whether all of the engine, driveline, and chassis parts can
handle big power increases. Most aftermarket turbocharger kits for naturally aspirated cars
recommend running no more than psi to prevent engine damage. Q: What do turbo kits come
with? A: Complete turbo kits normally include the manifold, turbocharger, intake, down pipe,
fuel management unit and all lines and hoses needed. You need to purchase intercoolers,
piping, blow-off valves separately in most cases, unless otherwise noted in our product
descriptions. Q: What is a turbo kit? Why buy a turbo kit? A: Think of a turbocharger as a fan
that is blowing compressed air into your engine. The more air you give your engine, the more
power your engine can give you. The extra air adds oxygen so you can burn more fuel.
Turbochargers are powered by the exhaust gases generated by your engine after combustion.
The time the turbo takes to spool up is seen by the driver as lag, or delay time. The driver may
mash the throttle, but the engine won't produce power until the turbocharger is up to speed. The
reason a turbo kit is such a great purchase is that it takes a tremendous amount of money and
time to successfully increase the power of a naturally aspirated engine. Expensive head
packages, along with expensive bottom block parts, will surely put a dent in your wallet while
only making meager horsepower gains. With a bolt-on turbocharger kit you can obtain instant,
very dramatic horsepower gains with less time and money while still having the potential for
upgrading. The whistle of a blow off valve, the roar from an external wastegate, and the burst of
power that makes your engine feel like it doubled in size, how could you resist? Q: What is a
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Vehicle:. Check out this Andy's Auto Sport TV episode where we explain what the differences
are between superchargers and turbo kits! If you want to understand the basics about what
makes a turbo system different from a supercharger system, then watch this video to get the
scoop. Boosting your vehicle is a major expense, so make sure you protect your investment
correctly by checking out this video about forced induction and fuel usage. FAQ: Boosting a
Stock Engine In this video, we tell you if its okay to add forced induction turbo or supercharger
to your otherwise stock engine. Having the right spark plugs in forced induction applications is
important, and in this video well tell you why. When is one turbo just not enough? Check out
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it "magic". More horsepower and torque for your ND1. And emissions legal in all 50 states! Does
your ND1 Miata crave boost? Here's the solution from the turbo experts at BBR. It's a beautifully
engineered piece of kit, adapted for LHD use. This kit is emissions legal throughout the US,
including California. A custom provides lots of power headroom with fast response thanks to
the twin scroll design and the ND's high compression. It's mounted to a tubular-style cast
manifold for best flow and durability. The high flow downpipe mates up to a stock exhaust or a
higher flowing alternative. Expect a gain of at least 70 hp and 70 lb-ft of torque with a stock
exhaust. Easy installation with no drilling or changes to the fuel system. It's the quickest turbo
install we've ever done, and the quietest we've ever driven. You can't hear any hisses or other
noises, the car just digs in and pulls hard. The downpipe incorporates your existing catalytic
converter. You have your choice of welding your catalytic converter into the downpipe or
having us do it. If you select the latter option, the turbo kit will come with a domestic shipping
label via email, sent when we ship the kit so you can send us your stock exhaust manifold for
modification, then we'll ship it back to you within three business days of receipt. We can also
supply a downpipe with a brand new factory cat. We cannot supply downpipes with used
catalytic converters by federal law. Please note that if you do the welding, you will also be
responsible to ensure it's properly aligned the car itself acts as a good jig. The system comes
with a reflash for the stock engine computer. If you do not own or have access to an Ecutek
tuning interface, you will need to purchase one in order to install the tune. Running the turbo
without the reflash installed will result in immediate engine damage. Please note that the kit is
set up for correct boost at sea level. If you live at higher altitude ' or more , we do recommend a
boost controller to bring the system into the desired range. This is not needed at lower
altitudes. We do not currently have an ETA for availability. Allow Cookies. Shop Select your
Miata! Ships for free! Customize and Add to Cart. Tested on track for 15 solid hours without any
problems. Skip to the end of the images gallery. Skip to the beginning of the images gallery.

Boost controller None. Your Customization. Add to Cart. This kit will work with both manual and
automatic ND1s. See what The Smoking Tire has to say. More Information. Reviews 2. Submit
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the cookies. Learn more. As much or as little turbo kit as you need. This is for the DIY builder.
Now with Inconel studs as standard. Are you looking for time-tested FM hardware, but don't
need a complete turbo system? Or maybe want to run a different engine management option
than we use in our Stage 1 kits. You can specify your own kit here. It's great for people building
on a budget. Please note that, depending on the options you select, it may not be a complete kit
and you will have to supply some extra parts to make it functional. Naturally, everything is still
top quality. The downpipe is CNC-bent stainless steel with a lifetime warranty. The optional hard
lines should outlast the car. Our exclusive formed silicone turbo hoses give the best flow with
no extra failure points and light weight. The turbo is clamped on with custom Inconel studs. The
basic kit includes everything found in the Stage 1, minus the Voodoo Box. If you remove some
of the below parts from the kit, they will not be included. This kit does not include engine
management. You will need something. You cannot simply bolt it on and start burning rubber.
Depending on what you do for engine management, it may or may not be emissions legal in
your area. If you delete parts from this kit such as the turbocharger , you will need to supply
your own parts such as a turbocharger. Water supply note: if you are using an FM coolant
reroute, choose the reroute option. The reroute is not compatible with the hard water lines. Of
course, we won't be able to give tech support on parts you're doing yourself. For example,
you're on your own for engine management with this kit. Allow Cookies. Shop Select your
Miata! Flyin' Miata custom spec turbo system for NA6 chassis. Ships for free! Customize and
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not have a provision for the stock 1. We are assuming you will be using a MAP sensor. Our
turbos have machined compressor housings with a 2. If your turbocharger does not, you will
need a bolt-on adapter or your housing will have to be machined. The bolt-on option may cause
fitment problems with our compressor inlet hose. The downpipe may or may not fit with your
automatic transmission. We've seen mixed results. We cannot guarantee fitment with an
automatic. If your turbo has a three-bolt flange, you will need a bolt-on outlet adapter. This may
cause fitment problems with our compressor outlet hose when used on a The oil line kit is
intended to attach to a -4AN fitting on top of the turbo. If your turbocharger does not have this
fitting, you will need one. We have these available for certain turbos. If you delete the
intercooler, we will still supply the intercooler piping. More Information. Reviews 4. Submit
Review. Related Products. Click here. Warning: Cancer and reproductive harm.

